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Chemisco eliminator home insect killer sds

Has your family pet been a little smaller than usual? Do you find your loved one furious constantly scratching or biting his or her foot? If so, you may have a flea infestation in your hands. While the best way to keep fleas out of your home is prevention, if fleas have hitchhiked they already follow these steps to quickly remove fleas from your home. First, make sure they're really
dealing with fleas, not bed bugs or mites. Fleas are generally easy to identify once you know how. In your pets, check for revealing flea dirt. It will look like dirt attached to your skin, and is often in your back rooms and stomach. If you have a female who has had puppies, don't be surprised to see a concentration around your nipples. Unlike regular dirt, it won't be on your fur, but on
real skin. If you don't have pets, you're much less likely to have fleas in the first place, but you can still do an easy checkup. Fleas jump, and are attracted to light colors, so put on the whiter socks you can find and walk through your home. If you have fleas, they should go up. The more fleas you have, the more you'll see. If you use the sock method and find fleas, walk straight
outside and get rid of them. Step #2: Removing fleas in pets The treatment of your pets for fleas should occur more or less in conjunction with the treatment of the house. Otherwise, fleas cling to their furry friend and hang out until their home is safe for them to invade again. Then you'll get stuck repeating the whole process. You have some options to get rid of fleas, but some can
be dangerous for pets that have compromised the immune system, so check with your veterinarian first before giving your pet any of these treatments. Pet flea treatment options include: Flea Bath: You can use shampoo for flea treatment or make your own use of apple cider vinegar and essential oils. Homemade Flea Necklace: Add three to four drops of cedar or lavender
essential oil to two tablespoons of water. Mix well and then add five to ten drops of the mixture to your pet's collar or handkerchief. Natural flea spray: In a spray bottle add a cup of distilled white vinegar, a quarter of water and three drops of cedar or lavender essential oil. Use this mixture to spray your pet's bedding. You can also spray a cloth and use it to clean your dog's feet
and neck area. Internal Flea Treatments: Internal edible flea treatments are very potent and are generally only available with a prescription. Some are taken regularly once a month, while others are once and done and work only a short time. Your entire house must be sucked in very regularly when you have fleas. This will collect eggs and some of the larvae and adults. However,
the void won't kill the eggs, so you'll have to take the bag out of your house and discard it after each time. It is important to continue vacuuming regularly for a minimum of two weeks. The flea life cycle is short, so if you stop vacuuming before completing the whole round, round, see remermerging fleas in short order. Try to vacuum every two to three days for at least a two-week
period. There are many natural ways to kill and discourage fleas. The method you use will depend on some factors, including who lives in your home and the extent of flea infestation. Flea Traps: In each room, place a flea trap or at least a small plate of water with a few drops of dish soap. Essential oils: Use the natural essential oil sprays mentioned above with cedar, lemongrass,
eucalyptus or lavender on sofas and beds. Diatom soil: Diatom soil is a natural non-toxic product that kills fleas in 48 hours. Sprinkle on your floor, pet bedding and even outdoors where you think your pet first caught the fleas. Your pet has probably brought fleas not only to your home, but also to your yard. It's important to remove them so they don't come into the house. Fleas are
often found in warm, gloomy and humid areas. Keep your lawn free of debris such as grass clippings and piles of leaves. Because fleas hate the smell of cedar, cover the areas you found fleas with cedar chips. Nematodes are small round worms that are considered a biological insecticide and will infect and kill flea larvae. They will also remove other annoying larvae, all without
harming any of the beneficial insects, larger plants or animals. Step #6: Maintaining and Preventing Fleas Once you've got out of the fleas, the last thing you want is for them to come back. Prevention is vital now, since you have fleas once, you can get them back! To prevent your pet from bringing fleas back, set a perimeter around your yard. It is especially useful if you keep other
animals out, in addition to keeping your pet inside. Wash your pet regularly and be sure to apply a monthly topical flea treatment that has been approved by your veterinarian. Fleas aren't fun, but if you follow the previous six steps you can quickly recover an itchy home and a happy pet. Additional information Five pesticides used in pet collars and home insect sprays could cause
cancer in humans, health officials said in a new report. The International Cancer Research Agency (IARC), the World Health Organization's (WHO) cancer agency, evaluates studies on chemical compounds and classifies them by force of evidence of their cancer-causing effects. The new report, which appears in the journal Lancet Oncology, classifies glyphosate, malathion and
diazinon as likely carcinogens. For these, there is only limited evidence that compounds can cause cancer in animals or people. Glyphosate is a herbicide widely used in the world, and its use has increased since crops have been genetically modified to resist aerosol. It has been detected in low amounts in water, air and food. Malathion is used to control insects in both agriculture
and households, and people can be exposed through sprays and through food. Diazinon is used in more limited quantities in agriculture and households, after regulations in the U.S. and Europe. Tetrachlorovinphos and parathion pesticides received a slightly stronger designation as possible carcinogens because there is more evidence of their cancer-causing effects on animals,
but still little information about their effect on people. Both possible carcinogens are already restricted; tetraclorvinphos is banned in the European Union, although it is still allowed to be used on cattle and pet collars in the Us Parathion was banned in both the United States and Europe in 2003. Classifications will not appear on the labels of these products, but will serve as the
latest review of scientific evidence that governments and international organizations can rely on to create their own regulations. This article originally appeared on Time.com. This site is not available in your country Insects How do I treat my flea yard with Advantage® Yard &amp; Premise Spray? For best results, you should mow the lawn one or two days before spraying. When
ready to use, here are the instructions for Advantage® Yard &amp; Premise Spray: Spray using a slow movement, even sweeping, making sure to cover the entire surface of the lawn where pets will normally frequent. Spray under ornamental plants and trees, but avoid soaking young or flowering plants. To use the ready-to-spray system: Connect the sprayer to the hose and turn
on the water. Point in the direction you want to spray, turn the sprayer control knob to the ON position, and spray. To stop it, turn the sprayer control knob to the OFF position and turn off the water. When you are finished, re-rotate the water pressure by turning the control knob back to ON until the line is depressurizened, and then turn off again. This product kills in contact with the
tick Ixodes scapularis (deer tick), which can cause Lyme disease. It is important to keep pets and children out of treated areas until after the spray has dried up. Do not spray animals. Dogs, cats and their kennel area or bedding should also be treated with a flea and tick control product registered along with this app. Be sure to read the product label instructions and precautionary
statements thoroughly before use. Where can I use Advantage® Yard &amp; Premise Spray? Permitted uses for this outdoor flea spray include: Ground and vegetation treatment around structures Applications to lawns, backyards, grass and other outdoor vegetation Applications to build foundations, up to a maximum height of 3 feet Apart from applications to build foundations, all
outdoor applications to surfaces such as sidewalks , roads, courtyards, porches and structural surfaces (such as windows, eaves) are limited to detecting and cracking only. Be sure to read the product label instructions and precautionary statements thoroughly before use. Where in my home can I use Advantage® Household Spot &amp; Crevice Spray? This flea spray for furniture
and carpets can be used in cracks, cracks, ports, bed frames, box springs, box, Empty walk-in closets, furniture and clothing closets, carpet edges, high and low wall moldings, behind headboards, images, wallpaper edges, luggage, plinths, carpets, flooring, carpets, refrigerators, cabinets, sinks and stoves. You can also treat interior entry points, such as doors, and around windows
and water pipes, as well as pet dormitories, bedding, carpets, floors and floor coverings where pets are kept. However, do not apply flea spray for furniture on surfaces where prolonged human contact, such as pillows, bedding, or bedding, will occur, as it may cause allergic reactions in some people. Be sure to remove pets and birds, and cover fish aquariums before spraying. In
addition, when using this stain spray, all food preparation and feeding surfaces, as well as utensils should be covered during treatment or thoroughly washed before use. Be sure to read the product label instructions and precautionary statements thoroughly before use. How does flea spray, such as Advantage® Household Spot &amp; Crevice Spray, work to control fleas, ticks,
bed bugs and other domestic pests? The active ingredients of Advantage® Household Spot &amp; Crevice Spray are specially formulated to kill domestic pests: fleas, ticks, bed bugs and crawling insects and spiders. To kill bed bugs and bedbug eggs: Apply as a punctual treatment to cracks and cracks and/or andanches where evidence of bed bugs occurs, including bed frames,
box springs, inside empty walk-in closets, furniture and clothing cabinets, carpet edges, high and low wall moldings, behind headboards, images, wallpaper edges and luggage. Do not perform surface applications for mattresses or bedding. Mattress treatments should be limited only to seams, folds and edges. Spray bed bugs directly whenever possible. Do not treat pillows,
bedding or bedding, or remove bed linen and wash them before reuse. Let the treated mattress dry well before making the bed again. Remove all clothing and other items from walk-in closets or clothing closets before an application. Allow all treated areas to dry thoroughly before use. To kill listed insects and spider trackers: Spray as a place or application of cracks and cracks
where insects are being housed, moved or reproduced. Treat feeding or hide areas such as plinths, carpets, floors, carpets, under refrigerators, cabinets, sinks and stoves. Also remember to treat interior entry points, such as doors, and around windows and water pipes. To kill ticks and brown dog fleas: Spray around beds, furniture and your pet's habitat. your pet's bedrooms,
bedding, carpets, floors and floor coverings where pets are kept. Do not apply to your pet. Use only a recommended pet spray on pets. Be sure to read the product label instructions and precautionary statements thoroughly before use. How do I use Advantage® Household Spot &amp; Crevice Spray? Shake well before each use, and use only as a punctual treatment or
application of cracks and cracks in residences. It is important to spray in an area not visible to possibility of staining or discoloration. After it drys, evaluate the test area. Then, when you're ready to apply, follow these instructions on how to use the flea spray: Open the spray nozzle. Adjust the nozzle as desired. Hold 8 to 10 inches of the surface to be sprayed. Spray the surface
until slightly damp. Do not allow children or pets to come into contact with treated areas until the surfaces are dry. Allow sprayed items and surfaces to dry thoroughly before using or replacing bedding. Be sure to read the product label instructions and precautionary statements thoroughly before use. How long does it take for the Fogger ® to operate? After activating the vessel, a
flea pump usually takes about two (2) hours to completely release. Do not remain in the treated area. Empty the treated house, individual apartment unit or other structure immediately. Do not re-enter for two (2) hours. After two (2) hours, windows, doors and vents should be opened to ventilate the area for two (2) hours. However, if an odor is still detected, additional ventilation is
required. From start to finish, it usually takes approximately four (4) hours to bomb a house. Be sure to read the product label instructions and precautionary statements thoroughly before use. What is the Fogger ® treats my home for? The Fogger Home® Advantage contains a combination of ingredients that kill adult fleas and preadultas, including flea eggs for 7 months. Flea and
tick fogger also kills the following listed insects: Cockroaches, Smoked Brown Cockroaches, Brown Band Cockroaches, Asian Cockroaches, German Cockroaches, American Cockroaches, Australian Cockroaches, Waterbugs, Palmetto Bugs, Granary Insect, Flat Grain Beetles, Cadelles, Rice Weevils, Flour Beetles, Cigarette Beetles, Drugstore Beetles, Lesser Grain Grain,
Merchant Beetles, Saw-toothed Grain Beetles, Grain Weevils, , Beetles, Ground Beetles, Beetles , Insects Desmabas, Wigs, Lice, Pillbugs, Clover Mites, Carpet Beetles (Trogoderma), Midges, Flies, Gnats, Cluster Flies, Mosquitoes, Sciarid Flies, Fire Bats, SilverFish, Booklice, Bedbugs, Wooden Borers (exposed stages), Grain mites, ticks that can carry and transmit Lyme
disease, brown dog ticks, lone star ticks, deer ticks, other ixodited species, , Carpenter ants, centipedes, flying moths, almond moths, chocolate moths, tobacco moths, Indian food moths, Indian flour worms, anngoumois grain moths, hornet beans, wasps, yellow jackets and cheese mites. Make sure read the product label instructions and precautionary statements thoroughly
before use. How do flea pumps and foggers work? Flea foggers and flea pumps work by releasing a specially formulated, pesticide-infused fog into an infested space to kill fleas and other insects. Be sure to read the product label instructions and precautionary statements thoroughly before use. How to Do I use the Fogger ® a flea home in my house? A fog container will treat a
room up to 16 feet x 16 feet with an 8-foot roof or 2,000 cubic feet of unobstructed space. However, do not use more than one fogger per room and do not use it in small, enclosed spaces, such as closets, closets, or under countertops or tables. Avoid using Advantage® Household Fogger in a room of 5 x 5 feet or more; instead, let the fog between other rooms. See below for flea
fogger instructions. Before fog: Remove or cover exposed food and drinking water before any application. Remove or cover dishes, utensils, food processing equipment, and food preparation surfaces, or wash them before use. Be sure to remove pets and birds, as well as cover and shut down fish aquariums before activating the container. Turn off all exhaust fans and close all
windows, doors and fans. Turn off ALL ignition sources, such as pilot lights (turn off gas valves), other open flames, or working electrical appliances that turn off and on (i.e. refrigerators, thermostats, etc.) Cover wooden floors and wooden furniture in the immediate area around the fog with newspapers or a cloth. Open cabinets, cabinets, drawers, closets and doors in areas to be
treated. Place a chair, small table, or stand in the center of the room to be treated, then cover with the newspaper. Fill and place a hanging label on the door of the treated area to alert anyone with access to the treated area so that it does not enter for two (2) hours. To start fogging: Shake well before use and hold the container upright. The container is sprayed directly upwards, so
it is important to point the container away from the face and eyes when it is released. To fix the valve in position for automatic discharge, press the valve button down firmly until it snaps into place. Once the container is activated, place the container in the chair, small table or stand (which is covered by the newspaper) in the center of the room to be treated. For best results, try all
flea-infested areas or other pests. Do not remain in the treated area. Immediately empty the treated house, individual apartment unit or other structure. Do not re-enter for two (2) hours. After fogging: Wait two (2) hours after application, and then open windows, vents and doors for two (2) hours. If an odor can still be detected, additional ventilation is required. For more effective
control of storage pests and cockroaches, open all closet doors and drawers for better fog penetration. Remove all infested food and dispose of it in the trash in the air For flea and tick control, thoroughly vacuum all carpets, upholstered furniture, along the sockets, under furniture and in closets. Put the vacuum bag in a sack and dispose of it in the trash outdoors. Warning: Using a
fogger in an enclosed space can cause the product to explode, resulting in injury to people or property damage. Be sure to read the product label instructions and precautionary statements thoroughly before use. Where can I use it in my home Spot Spray Carpet &amp; Upholstery? This flea spray can be used in many areas of your home, including cracks, cracks, walls, plinths,
floors, floor planks, carpets, carpets, closets, mattresses, box-spring, headboards, under refrigerators, cabinets, sinks and stoves. You can also treat interior entry points, such as doors, and around windows and water pipes. However, do not apply this indoor flea spray to surfaces where prolonged human contact, such as bedding, will occur, as it may cause allergic reactions in
some people. And be sure to remove pets and birds, and cover the fish aquariums before spraying. In addition, when using this home flea spray, all food preparation and feeding surfaces as well as utensils must be covered during treatment, or thoroughly washed before use. Be sure to read the product label instructions and precautionary statements thoroughly before use. How
does Advantage® Carpet &amp; Upholstery Spot Spray work to control fleas, ticks, bed bugs and other household pests? Advantage® Carpet &amp; Upholstery Spot Spray ingredients are specially formulated to kill domestic pests: fleas, ticks, bed bugs and dust mites. To kill the ticks and fleas of brown dogs: Spray Advantage® spray fleas around beds, furniture and pet habitat.
Also spray pet bedrooms, bedding, carpeting, flooring and floor covering where pets are kept. Use only a recommended pet spray on pets. To kill bed bugs and bedbug eggs: Spray insects directly when possible. Apply over and around bed frames, headboards, floors, carpets, plinths, furniture, moldings, ceilings and walls. For infested mattresses, apply to locks, folds, edges,
sides and seams until wet. Allow to dry before making the bed again. For infested furniture, apply only to tufts, seams, folds and edges. Do not apply to surfaces where prolonged human contact occurs. Also for the timely treatment of luggage, cabinets, curtains and other window or wall appointments. To kill dust mites: Vacuum the whole room thoroughly, concentrating on the
areas where mites congregate, such as mattresses, box spring, headboards, walls, floors, carpets and plinths. Then spray the surfaces until they are wet. To kill tracking insects: Spray as a point app or cracks where insects are being housed, moved or reproduced. Treat feeding or hide areas such as plinths, carpets, floors, carpets, under refrigerators, cabinets, sinks and stoves.
Also try any inner entry point, such as doors, and around and water pipes. To kill clothing moths and carpet beetles: Apply as a punctual treatment to cracks and cracks in and around the plinths, floorboards, furniture and around the edges of the carpet. Apply as a spot spray to carpets, carpets, cabinets, plinths, furniture, and floor and floor coverings. When treating carpets or
carpets, spray enough to enter the base where the larval stages are fed. Spray the top and bottom surface of carpets or floor coverings when possible. Be sure to read the instructions on the product labels thoroughly and statements prior to use. How do I use Advantage® Carpet &amp; Upholstery Spot Spray in my home? Advantage® Carpet &amp; Upholstery Spot Spray should
only be used as a point treatment or application of cracks and cracks in residences. To begin with, spray spot treatment in an in-visible area for possible stains or discoloration. Then evaluate the test area after drying. When ready to use, follow the instructions in Advantage® Carpet &amp; Upholstery Spray: Hold the container upright with the nozzle directed away from you. Spray
surfaces from a distance of 8 to 10 inches until slightly moist. Vacate the room after treatment and ventilate before reoccupiing. Do not allow children or pets to come into contact with treated areas until surfaces are dry. Allow sprayed items and surfaces to dry thoroughly before using or replacing bedding. Be sure to read the product label instructions and precautionary statements
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1.577.721L11.358 &gt;&lt;/symbol&gt;&lt;/svg&gt; &gt;&lt;/symbol&gt;&lt;/svg&gt; 1.254-.545 1.968.059.716.37 1.37.86 1.81l9.04 9.141c.87.872 2.166.849 3.012-.1 054L33.26 4.543c.686-.72.921-1.851.595-2.853C33.527.69 32.705.02 31.778 0z&gt; &lt;svg&gt; &lt;symbol id=collar viewbox=0 0 30 30&gt; &lt;path d=M6.899 13.442c2.335-.552 5.258-.88 8.432-.88 3.175 0 6.098.328
8.432.88 3.285-.775 5.404-1.995 5.404-3.363 0-2.346-6.195-4.246-13.836-4.246-7.64 0-13.835 1.9-13.835 4.246.001 1.37 2.119 2.587 5.403 3.363zm-.168 2.371C2.676 14.818 0 13.106 0 11.16v7.797c0 1.774 2.231 3.356 5.705 4.377a6.835 6.835 0 0 1 1.026-7.518v-.002z&gt;&lt;/path&gt; &lt;path d=M21.698 21.838a1.088 1.088 0 0 1-1.098-1.074c0-.596.49-1.076 1.098-
1.076.602 0 1.096.48 1.096 1.075a1.09 1.09 0 0 1-1.096 1.074v.001zm-5.184.57a1.087 1.087 0 0 1-1.096-1.077c0-.595.49-1.074 1.096-1.074.605 0 1.096.479 1.096 1.074a1.086 1.086 0 0 1-1.095 1.076h-.001zm-5.029-.396a1.087 1.087 0 0 1-1.097-1.074c0-.594.49-1.076 1.097-1.076.604 0 1.096.482 1.096 1.075 0 .594-.492 1.075-1.096 1.075zm4.045-4.785a35 35 0 0 1-6.124-
.522 5.385 5.385 0 0 0-1.906 4.12 5.36 5.36 0 0 0 1.333 3.543c2.002.402 4.28.632 6.697.632C23.521 25 30 22.51 30 19.44v-7.773c0 3.071-6.479 5.56-14.47 5.56z&gt;&lt;/path&gt; &lt;/symbol&gt; &lt;/svg&gt; &lt; svg&gt; &lt;symbol id=target viewbox=0 0 36 36&gt; &lt;path fill-rule=nonzero d=M36 15.75h-3.6C31.386 9.45 26.435 4.5 20.25 3.6V0h-4.5v3.6C9.45 4.5 4.5 9.45 3.6
15.75H0v4.5h3.6c1.013 6.3 5.964 11.25 12.15 12.15V36h4.5v-3.6c6.3-1.013 11.25-5.964 12.15-12.15H36v-4.5zM18 28.237c-5.625 0-10.125-4.5-10.125-10.125 0-5.624 4.5-10.125 10.125-10.125 5.624 0 10.125 4.5 10.125 10.125 0 5.513-4.5 10.125-10.125 10.125z&gt;&lt;/path&gt; &lt;path d=M18 10.047c-4.317 0-7.953 3.521-7.953 7.84V18A7.904 7.904 0 0 0 18 25.953 7.904
7.904 0 0 0 25.953 18v-.113c0-4.317-3.636-7.84-7.953-7.84z&gt;&lt;/path&gt; &lt;/symbol&gt; &lt;/svg&gt; &lt;svg&gt; &lt;symbol id=coupon viewbox=0 0 36 36&gt; &lt;defs&gt; &lt;path id=a d=M0 0h35.98v22.215H0z&gt;&lt;/path&gt; &lt;/defs&gt; &lt;g fill-rule=evenodd transform=translate(0 7)&gt; &lt;mask id=b fill=#fff&gt; &lt;use xlink :href=#a&gt;&lt;/use&gt; &lt;/mask&gt; &lt;path
d=M8.255 6.079a1.184 1.184 0 1 1 0 2.369 1.184 1.184 0 0 1 0-2.37zm0 11.533a1.184 1.184 0 1 1 0 2.369 1.184 1.184 0 0 1 0-2.37zm0-15.377a1.184 1.184 0 1 1 0 2.369 1.184 1.184 0 0 1 0-2.37zm0 11.532a1.184 1.184 0 1 1 0 2.37 1.184 1.184 0 0 1 0-2.37zm0-3.844a1.184 1.184 0 1 1 0 2.37 1.184 1.184 0 0 1 0-2.37zM25.79 13.91a1.21 1.21 0 0 0-1.715 0c-1.127 1.127.579



2.852 1.715 1.716a1.212 1.212 0 0 0 0-1.716zm1.318-1.317a3.076 3.076 0 0 1-4.35 4.35 3.082 3.082 0 0 1 0-4.35c1.2-1.2 3.15-1.2 4.35 0zM18.47 6.591a1.21 1.21 0 0 0-1.715 0c-1.127 1.126.579 2.85 1.715 1.715a1.212 1.212 0 0 0 0-1.715zm1.318-1.318a3.076 3.076 0 0 1-4.35 4.35 3.082 3.082 0 0 1 0-4.35 3.08 3.08 0 0 1 4.35 0zm8.542.44L15.88 18.166l-1.664-1.664L26.668
4.049l1.663 1.664zM3.49 0h3.39l1.375 1.83L9.629 0H32.49a3.5 3.5 0 0 1 3.489 3.489v15.237c0 1.92-1.57 3.489-3.49 3.489H9.63l-1.375-1.83-1.375 1.83h-3.39A3.499 3.499 0 0 0 18.726V3.489A3.5 3.5 0 0 1 3.489 0z mask=url(#b)&gt;&lt;/path&gt; &lt;/g&gt; &lt;/symbol&gt; &lt;/svg&gt; &lt;svg&gt; &lt;symbol &gt;&lt;/symbol &gt; &lt;/svg&gt; &lt;/svg&gt; viewbox0 0 25 25&gt; &lt;g
fill-rule=evenodd&gt; &lt;path d=M20.46 3.417h-1.995v-1c0-.41-.328-.75-.723-.75h-1.338c-.395 0-.724.34-.724.75v1H8.488v-1c0-.41-.33-.75-.724-.75H6.426c-.395 0-.724.34-.724.75v1H3.706c-1.118 0-2.04.954-2.04 2.113v2.477H22.5L22.5 5.53c0-1.158-.92-2.113-2.04-2.113z&gt;&lt;/path&gt; &lt;path fill-rule=nonzero d=M1.689 20.125c0 1.31.92 2.375 2.04 2.375H20.46c1.12 0
2.04-1.066 2.04-2.375V8.913H1.666v11.212h.022zm1.293 0v-1.71h3.575v2.776l-2.828-.001c-.395 0-.747-.489-.747-1.065zm13.355-3.043h-3.574V14.33h3.574v2.752zm1.294-2.752h3.575v2.775H17.63V14.33zm-4.868 4.085h3.575v2.775h-3.575v-2.775zm-1.316 2.775H7.873v-2.775h3.574v2.775zm1.316-8.192v-2.775h3.575v2.775h-3.575zm-1.316 0H7.873v-
2.775h3.574v2.775zm0 1.332v2.775H7.873V14.33h3.574zM6.58 17.082H2.982V14.33h3.575v2.752h.022zm13.903 4.108H17.63v-2.775h3.575v1.709c.022.577-.33 1.066-.724 1.066zm.746-8.192H17.63v-2.775h3.575v2.775h.022zM6.579 10.223v2.775H2.982v-2.775H6.58z&gt;&lt;/path&gt; &lt;/g&gt; &lt;svg&gt; &lt;symbol id=paw viewbox=0 0 30 30&gt; &lt;g fill=none fill-
rule=evenodd&gt; &lt;path fill=white d=M0 0h30v30H0z&gt;&lt;/path&gt; &lt;/g&gt; &lt;path d=M4.847 27.058c.348.996.968 1.927 2.022 2.148 1.049.22 2.072-.296 2.97-.778.968-.52 1.946-1.058 3.027-1.3 1.347-.303 2.726-.072 3.988.45.898.37 1.678.975 2.607 1.306 1.024.365 2.218.53 3.26.151 1.278-.464 1.788-1.927 1.804-3.201.011-.832-.108-1.673-.25-2.491-.383-2.208-
1.236-4.478-3.214-5.727-.843-.532-1.584-1.08-2.086-1.96-.58-1.016-.937-2.039-1.868-2.818-.872-.73-2.01-1.137-3.15-1.016-1.26.133-2.37.644-3.131 1.68-.54.736-.884 1.572-1.31 2.372-.447.84-1.079 1.567-1.73 2.255-1.051 1.112-2.152 2.15-2.716 3.61-.49 1.265-.74 2.746- .526 4.095.062.389.16.812.303 1.224M26.24 15.96c.387-.219.824-.298 1.254-.368.307-.05.604-
.083.865-.268.323-.229.55-.62.728-.962.349-.668.55-1.38.686-2.116.214-1.162.251-2.489-.679-3.348a3.084 3.084 0 0 0-.831-.557 3.193 3.193 0 0 0-1.75-.247c-.325.043-.636.15-.926.306A4.635 4.635 0 0 0 24.08 9.72c-.219.297-.421.627-.575.96a7.183 7.183 0 0 0-.378 1.039c-.079.278-.15.584-.007.849.177.33.364.649.444 1.021l.008.04c.084.42.122.849.18
1.273.065.487.122.99.528 1.32.637.517 1.354.078 1.96-.264M16.548 6.88c.091.456.133.921.195 1.383.071.528.133 1.075.575 1.434.691.561 1.47.083 2.129-.287.42-.237.894-.323 1.362-.4.333-.054.656-.09.94-.29.35-.25.596-.675.79-1.046.378-.725.598-1.5.745-2.297.232-1.263.273-2.703-.738-3.637a3.354 3.354 0 0 0-.902-.606 3.47 3.47 0 0 0-1.9-.267 2.946 2.946 0 0 0-
1.007.331A5.039 5.039 0 0 0 17.1 2.634a6.088 6.088 0 0 0-.624 1.043 7.786 7.786 0 0 0-.411 1.128c-.086.302-.162.634-.008.922.193.36.395.705.482 1.11l.009.042M6.637 7.84c.193.37.44.796.79 1.045.283.202.606.238.939.292.467.077.942.163 1.361.4.658.372 1.437.85 2.129.29.442-.358.504-.905.576-1.434.063-.46.105-.926.197-1.383.003-.014.005-.029.009-.043.087-
.404.29-.749.483-1.109.155-.288.078-.62-.007-.922a7.805 7.805 0 0 0-.41-1.128 6.092 6.092 0 0 0-.623-1.043 5.039 5.039 0 0 0-1.635-1.438 2.952 2.952 0 0 d=&gt;&lt;/path d=M4.847 27.058c.348.996.968 1.927 2.022 2.148 1.049.22 2.072-.296 2.97-.778.968-.52 1.946-1.058 3.027-1.3 1.347-.303 2.726-.072 3.988.45.898.37 1.678.975 2.607 1.306 1.024.365 2.218.53 3.26.151
1.278-.464 1.788-1.927 1.804-3.201.011-.832-.108-1.673-.25-2.491-.383-2.208-1.236-4.478-3.214-5.727-.843-.532-1.584-1.08-2.086-1.96-.58-1.016-.937-2.039-1.868-2.818-.872-.73-2.01-1.137-3.15-1.016-1.26.133-2.37.644-3.131 1.68-.54.736-.884 1.572-1.31 2.372-.447.84-1.079 1.567-1.73 2.255-1.051 1.112-2.152 2.15-2.716 3.61-.49 1.265-.74 2.746-.526
4.095.062.389.16.812.303 1.224M26.24 15.96c.387-.219.824-.298 1.254-.368.307-.05.604-.083.865-.268.323-.229.55-.62.728-.962.349-.668.55-1.38.686-2.116.214-1.162.251-2.489-.679-3.348a3.084 3.084 0 0 0-.831-.557 3.193 3.193 0 0 0-1.75-.247c-.325.043-.636.15-.926.306A4.635 4.635 0 0 0 24.08 9.72c-.219.297-.421.627-.575.96a7.183 7.183 0 0 0-.378 1.039c-.079.278-
.15.584-.007.849.177.33.364.649.444 1.021l.008.04c.084.42.122.849.18 1.273.065.487.122.99.528 1.32.637.517 1.354.078 1.96-.264M16.548 6.88c.091.456.133.921.195 1.383.071.528.133 1.075.575 1.434.691.561 1.47.083 2.129-.287.42-.237.894-.323 1.362-.4.333-.054.656-.09.94-.29.35-.25.596-.675.79-1.046.378-.725.598-1.5.745-2.297.232-1.263.273-2.703-.738-
3.637a3.354 3.354 0 0 0-.902-.606 3.47 3.47 0 0 0-1.9-.267 2.946 2.946 0 0 0-1.007.331A5.039 5.039 0 0 0 17.1 2.634a6.088 6.088 0 0 0-.624 1.043 7.786 7.786 0 0 0-.411 1.128c-.086.302-.162.634-.008.922.193.36.395.705.482 1.11l.009.042M6.637 7.84c.193.37.44.796.79 1.045.283.202.606.238.939.292.467.077.942.163 1.361.4.658.372 1.437.85 2.129.29.442-.358.504-
.905.576-1.434.063-.46.105-.926.197-1.383.003-.014.005-.029.009-.043.087-.404.29-.749.483-1.109.155-.288.078-.62-.007-.922a7.805 7.805 0 0 0-.41-1.128 6.092 6.092 0 0 0-.623-1.043 5.039 5.039 0 0 0-1.635-1.438 2.952 2.952 0 0 0-1.007-.333c-.683-.09-1.276 &gt; &lt;/symbol&gt; &lt;/svg&gt; &lt;/svg&gt; 2.373-.742 3.636.147.798.365 1.573.743 2.298M4.274 8.988a2.693
2.693 0 0 0-.918-.304 3.166 3.166 0 0 0-1.733.243 3.058 3.058 0 0 0-.824.551c-.922.85-.886 2.164-.676 3.316.134.728.333 1.435.678 2.096.176.339.4.727.72.954.258.184.552.217.856.266.426.07.859.15 1.242.365.6.34 1.31.776 1.941.265.403-.327.46-.826.525-1.308.057-.42.096-.845.18-1.262l.008-.038c.08-.37.264-.684.44-1.012.141-.262.072-.565-.006-.84-.099-.35-.22-.696-
.373-1.03a5.569 5.569 0 0 0-.569-.951c-.39-.53-.909-.998-1.491-1.311&gt; &lt;svg&gt; &lt;symbol id=zoom viewbox=0 0 512 512&gt; &lt;path d=M506.141,477.851L361.689,333.399c65.814-80.075,61.336-198.944-13.451-273.73c-79.559-79.559-209.01-79.559-288.569,0 s-
79.559,209.01,0,288.569c74.766,74.766,193.62,79.293,273.73,13.451l144.452,144.452c7.812,7.812,20.477,7.812,28.289,0 C513.953,498.328,513.953,485.663,506.141,477.851z M319.949,319.948c-63.96,63.96-168.03,63.959-231.99,0 c-63.96-63.96-63.96-168.03,0-231.99c63.958-63.957,168.028-
63.962,231.99,0C383.909,151.918,383.909,255.988,319.949,319.948z&gt;&lt;/path&gt; &lt;path d=M301.897,183.949h-77.94v-77.94c0-11.048-8.956-20.004-20.004-20.004c-11.048,0-20.004,8.956-20.004,20.004v77.94h-77.94 c-11.048,0-20.004,8.956-20.004,20.004c0,11.048,8.956,20.004,20.004,20.004h77.94v77.94c0,11.048,8.956,20.004,20.004,20.004 c11.048,0,20.004-
8.956,20.004-20.004v-77.94h77.94c11.048,0,20.004-8.956,20.004-20.004 C321.901,192.905,312.945,183.949,301.897,183.949z&gt;&lt;/path&gt; &lt;/symbol&gt; &lt;/svg&gt; &lt;script type=59260f7ebfd0859e7e3be225-text/javascript&gt;window. NREUM|| (NREUM={}); NREUM.info={beacon:bam.nr-data.net,licenseKey:NRJS-
d728d94a247a9a54cda,applicationID:806512045,752236921,transactionName:NQMGZBBTV0FUBUddWgxJJVMWW1ZcGiJBQUUDCjhEFFtlcVoIR0ZaDgoBQj5mWEpaCFxZTDQPAUcRe1dGUAFBVUENFDBVEF9pU1IDcFtbFhQLXA5XSx8LFFZaUQcU,queueTime:0,applicationTime:514,atts:GUQFElhJRE8=,errorBeacon:bam.nr-data.net,agent:}&lt;/script&gt; &lt;script src= data-
cf-settings=59260f7ebfd0859e7e3be225-|49 defer=&gt;&lt;/script&gt;
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